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Programme 1 –  Mum’s Busy Morning                January 9

What does Mum do all day while the children are away?  Is she at home?  Does she go out to work 

as well?

The Hurley-Burley man introduces himself and his van and encourages the listeners to respond and 

join in.

Before the Programme

Introduce the children to the idea of listening to a tape or radio.  Do they have story tapes at home? 

Do they ever listen to the radio?  Suggest that they will be listening to someone whom they can’t 

see – can they ‘see a picture’ in their heads of what he looks like when they hear him?  How about 

the Hurley–Burley van?

Rhyme:  Clap Your Hands

(this is repeated at the start of the story every week, and the children are invited to join in the words 

and the actions).

   Clap your hands

   One, Two, Three,

   Place them down

   upon your knee,

   Nod your head once,

   and twice,

   Keep as quiet as little mice

   Shh………

this will be repeated at the start of the story every week, and the children are invited to join in the 

words and actions.

Poem
   When My Room Is Messy    by Judith McVeigh

   When my room is messy

   and needs a real good clean,

   I do not use the iron

   or the washing machine!

   I do not use toothpaste,

   soap or shampoo,

   A hairbrush? 

   A scrubbing brush?

   I tidy up my toys and clothes,

   that’s how I begin.

   Then I clear up all the rubbish

   and put it in the bin.
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   I polish with a duster

   and vacuum up the fl oor,

   into all the corners,

   and then behind the door.

   It doesn’t take me very long

   once I have begun,

   And really I enjoy it

   because cleaning can be fun! 

Story  Mum’s Busy Morning   by Judith McVeigh

Song  My Mummy          (words) Barbara Ireson            

               (music) June Tillman

                (arranged by Chris Ward)

   See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words

FOLLOW-UP  SUGGESTIONS

• Talk about the Hurley-Burley man’s ‘fi zzy drink’ cans – do they understand the concept of a 

rhyme, story, song being ‘inside’ each week?

• Ask the children what they think their Mum does all day.

• Is the teacher a Mum?  Is their childminder, the lollipop lady, their doctor etc. (They won’t know 

but it is an idea to think about).

• Babies – any child with one at home will be keen t give their opinion on the benefi ts or 

otherwise!

• Cleaning up.  Why do we do it?  What cleaning or clearing up do the children do regularly?

• A discussion on helping others

ACTIVITIES

Doing the washing

Collect perhaps 10 – 15 pairs of socks in different sizes and colours i.e. babies white  booties, rugby 

socks, grey school socks etc.  Mix then up and put them in a basket.  Rig up a simple clothes line and 

let the children search for the ‘pairs’ and then peg them on the line together.

Bubble painting

Put some water-based paint (powder or ready-mix) in the bottom of a margarine container.  Add a 

little water so that the paint is quite runny, then add a few drops of washing up liquid.  Now get a 

straw and blow bubbles in the container.  When the bubbles rise to the surface place a sheet of paper 

over them.  They then ‘pop’ onto the paper leaving an exciting bubble print.

Interest table

Collect together lots of brushes i.e. a hair brush, a scrubbing brush, paint brush, a yard brush etc., 

and place on a table for the children to talk about.  (These can also be used with another prompt, for 

example the adult could hold up a tube of toothpaste and ask which brush would be needed for this 

job).
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Water play

Put the tea set in the water tray, (or washing up bowl/baby bath) with a draining rack alongside 

and a tea towel.  Then encourage the children to wash the dishes.  The conversation can be really 

stimulating as the children act out roles.

Sound tape

Record sounds of noises one would hear around the house i.e. telephone, vacuum, running water 

etc., then ask the children to listen and identify the sound – this can be expanded by drawing a series 

of co-ordinating pictures, or cutting pictures out of magazines, and letting the children place counters 

on the noises they hear in sequence.
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Programme 1
Mum’s Busy

Morning

Doing chores
Climbing round etc

Babies needs
Listening Skills
Loud v Quiet

Vocabulary of 
cleaning/polishing etc

Naming Equipment

Physical Development

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development

Language Development

Early Mathematical 
Experiences

Creative and Aesthetic 
Development

Early Experiences in 
Science and Technology

Awareness of the 
Environment 

Relationships
Families
Hygiene

Routines of the day

Cans/Colours
Use of tools and choosing 

right tool for the job

Keeping things clean
Recycling

Detergents

Messy hands
Hand print pictures

Bubble printing
Timetable of the day
1-1 correspondence
How do you get to 

school?


